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Nails, cement mixers and adults
have created a beehive or activity
constructing new playground
facilities . for the §an Ignacio
school.
The workers are program
specialists from the Child
Development Project, presently an
agency of UNM's Institute for Social Research and Development,
and the children at San Ignacio
are taking part in the Model Cities
Program.
••our program is federally
funded through state agencies to
plan for Model Cities," stated
Paula Parks, supervisor of the
program.
uModel Cities children come
from situations where orte or both
parents work," explained Mary
Sharp, with cement to her elbows.
Audience
Bug-eyed children watched
through the windows as a dozen
people poured cement and
painted bright blocks and huge
cylinders.
i'This is going to be a creative
learning place." continued Sharp.
"What we're trying to do is to try
to help children. Therefore we are
working very hard to create an
environmentally and imagin!ltively
designed play area, one which is a
learning as well as a play center
for children."
11
This is going to be a creative
learning place," she said. "There'll
be places for quiet artd active
play, for supervised and
unsupervised. play. 1t won't be a
stHled type of area at all,H
''We're planning an outdoor
play patio with a barbecue pit and
fountain for wet play.
Arty Design
'l'he playground has been
designed and coordinated by Dan
Go'dfrey, staff artist for the
Project. He has been assisted by
Sharp and· Mike Gross and by
various other Project staff
.members.
"We're doing this with a
minimum amount of money,''
Godfrey said.
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A corxal of brightly painted
squares is made of old doors
"donated to U$ by the UNM
architect. They're the old doors
from Mitchell Hall,'~ said Parks.
uThe UNM Physical Plant donated
a flat bed truck and tools.''
"The Highway Dt!partment
donated signs fc:>r the bike t'ink.
They are going to be painted
bright colors with signs like
•slow-Lizard Crossing' and
'Beware of Teachers in Road/.,
Sharp added. ·
Scavenged
uMost of the materials were
donated/' Godfrey said. "We have
lumber and 1000 adobes to work
with-We'xe not finished yet. We
have plans for everything."
He added, "This is only a small
facet of our job. We make
filmstrips, illustrate for childxen's
books-we're the drawing board
for the child day care centers."
Mike -Gross a photographer for
the project said, uour office sends
a newsletter to all the parents-in
Spanish and English. We also
make visual displays with
photographic essays." These
pictures can be seen throughout
the halls and rooms of San
Ignacio.
As far as the playground was
cortcerned, Gross said,
"Something needed to be d()ne,
we had volunte~t:s and a lot of
donations."
Spur of Moment
"This is just a two week
effort-conceived of two weeks
ago;' Miss Sharp interjected. uwe
thought 'it was time to give the
kids something/'
11
Yes, we do the planning, but
we needed to show ourselves that
it was working too."
In a couple of weeks, the
bulldozers. will move out, and the
children will return to a different
play:ground built by amateur
builders .
Otoss poirtted out a bulge in
the cement, .. we planned it that
way,n,
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Independent City Candidates Give Views
(Editor's Note: This is the fifth
of a series of articles "dealing with
the City Commission candidates,
The si:x.th and final article in the
series as well as The Lobo's
endorsements of particular
candidates will appea~; i.n
Monday's Lobo.)
By DON BURGE
A record number of voters is
expected to turn out next
Tuesday to select three of the 30
candidates running for the City
Commission, Tvduy's article takes
a look at six of the independent
candidates entered in the race.
Kenneth Connell is the only
one of the candidates discussed
today who is vying for a full
four-year term. The other five
seek the two-year term created by
the resignation of former
commissioner G.P. Reyes earlier
this year.
Connell
Connell said the city's financial
picture is of primary concern to
him in his campaign. As a
commissioner, he said he would
"get more mileage out of the
taxpayers' dollars" by cutting the

editorial

Child Care Need
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"If only we could haul it away someplace and work on it quietly. .. "

li

The federal government is on its way to approving funds
for a massive drive to set up child care and child development
centers. The House yesterday gave ''tentative" approval to an
extension of the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)
antipoverty program, which included a child care plan.
The readiness of the Congressmen to recognize the need
for child care centers as inore women want to work, must
work as the "head of the family," or continue 8chooling is
surprisingly swift. The past pontification of the Congress on
the sacrosanct value of the family, home and hearth is
legendary.
While such an appropriation, providing 80 per cent
matching funds for local groups, is financial recognition of
serious problem, it's easy to predict the bureaucratic morass
the program would sink into.
. Antipoverty funds in the past have been diverted to
administrative salaries pre-planning and surveying. The need
for a flexible day care funding program is too intense to
allow this program to be sucked under in the federal
quicksand.
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Tow Man Will'Stick' You
If No Auto Sticker Visible
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Morally Bankrupt
Mr. Rick Powelson's remarks
on Attica and reason are some of
the most disgusting, diabolical,
and morally bankrupt statements
I have ever read.
It seems to me that he has
obscured the realities so well as to
believe that only nine innocent
men were killed Do I recall that
some 40 odd men died? Are we to
assume that the others were less
than innocent? I think not. If we
follow Mr. Powelson's "reason"
we are confronted with the
question of exactly why were
these men in Attica, Was it for the
crimes he mentions or other
reasons? Does the fact that some
60 per cent of the inmates were of
radical minorities and the
remainder poor white, shed any
light on the question, Mr.
Powelson?
Apparently not. He not only
neglects, but masks the political
and social reality of why any man
is in prison anywhere~ Is it
possible that the social realities of
America could "force" one into a
position contrary to the "law"?
Does the concept of a
de-humanizing, impersonal,
competitive technocracy mean
anything to you Mr. Powelson?
These are serious issues we must
consider in order to be
"reasonable."
Arloth~r serious question raised
by Mr. Powelson's monologue is
the nature of prisons, that is, the
philosophical assumption of the
penal institution. Is the institution
designed to be punitive or
rehabilitative? Mr. Powelson
thinks punitiv~. which places the
judiciary system of American
somewhere in the Humanistic
Dark Ages. Theoretically, prisons
are m~ant to rehabilitate
(whntever that is), but in fact, as
Mr. Powelson points out so well,
they are extremely punitive. Why
should 11 man have any "rights"
when he Is being punished?
''The tide in America has
. seemed to reverse, wherein the
innocents are accused and made
to pay and the guilty are detended
and rewarded." How eloquently
Mr. Powelson states the present
situntion. Did not the Nixon
regime heap praise upon
Rockefeller, Oswald, and the

prison officials for the manner in
which they quelled the "uprising"
at Attica? Are they not the guilty
ones? If Mr. Powelson's logic of
the Japanese and Pearl Harbor is
applied to this situation, are not
the men who create and
perpetuate the social conditions
of contemporary America, i.e.,
the original force or violence,
responsible for the deaths at
Attica? I believe Rockefeller,
Oswald, and their accomplices will
have to live with the blood of
Attica on their already tainted
hands.
I think it is necessary to
consider these facts when decitling
where the blame for the tragedy
at Attica rests. It is only then that
we can see where to place the
blame and where to heap the
praise-only then can we be
reasonable,
Richard T. Cheney

Guard Decision

consistency. New York state
troopers by approval of the
Governor, exercise a frightful
amount of fire power. Of course
the governor later says how sorry
he \vas over the deaths (of the
hostages naturally).
I readily admit that I do not
understand all the considerations
involved in these decisions, but
the people we have murdered and
are continuing to destroy,
probably do not understand all
the political ramifications either.
By continuing to hold ourselves
up as champions of freedom and
defenders of justice we are only
deluding ourselves. Both in
matters of government policies
and the decisior.s we make as
citizens. we are guided by
expediency and not justice. I
guess that justice is a rather
radical position to take. It' was not
such a long time ago we were
shocked to hear that "extremism
in the defense of liberty is no
vice.u
The point is not that our
politics should be to the radical
left or extreme right. The point is
we just do not stand up for any
form of justice no matter how we
interpret the concept. We are
congratulated for being in the
"silent majority" or maintaining
an "enlightened apathy."
But I suspect that all this can
be dismissed by our national
government, student senate, or
the student bored shitless sitting
next to you by saying that all this
is taken out of context or
misunderstood. But the fact
remains, the massacres continue.
Cisco McSorley

After reading the article in The
Lobo on Thursday, Sept. 23
concerning the acquittal of the
National Gunrd for its part in the
disturbances at UNM, I thought I
might write to express my opinion
on what I had read. Actually, I am
most interested in the comments
of our own distinguished student
senator Buckner. In his opinion,
the "verdict was correct." But to
prove himself a true lover of
mankind and especially those who
elect him he continued that "of
course, I do• not agree with the
stabbings." When I think of that
mode of thought, I could not help
but feel a little dejected about
how much those words are
reflected in our government
Disinterest Charge
policy and our everyday lives.
(Editor's Note: The deletion of
Our government continues to
send arms to West Pakistan to an explanatory caption
slaughter the people of East underneath the picture of the
Pakistan, while at the same time singer from the Ghetto Youth
the President sends his Singers was due to a technical
condolences to these same people. mishap and not done as an
In Vietnam, our foreign policy example of "disinterest and bias."
reaches its zenith by admitting it The Lobo regrets any
was wrong to interfere in the first misunderstanding caused by the
place but now that we are in, incident.)
withdrawing honorably is out of
I think that your-newspaper has
the question as we try all sorts of
proven
its disinterest and
methods of winning President bias in again
reporting the events on
Nixon's "honorable peace." In campus relating to the black
matters of domestic concern we
In the Monday, Sept.
show the same sort of perverted ·experience.
27 Lobo, you had a picture of a
black man who performed here on
campus Thursday, Sept. 23. This
picture carrbd only the caption,
" Ghetto Youth." No story or
Ilob Hlady l!fli!a mO!lt everything, aided nnJ nbettcd by: Jnnet Bloom, David
Urands, Carolyn Bnbb, Lol~ Bruton, Tim CnUnhan, Stevo Claiborne, Sam DuBois,
explanation accompanied the
Mnrk Evnnolf, Bulfy l•"nlrehlld, Sandy McOfaw, Sandy 1\Illler, Chris Miller, l!m\dy
picture. I feel that this is another
Sitton, Knthy PtAcek, Duth<SS Smith, Leslie Waddy, Paule. Holland, Susan
Lnlldon, Lro LyLtle
example of your neglect and bias.
Collnborntlng photogrnph~rs nr~: Chuck Feil, •.rony Louderbough, Jim
I also feel that the picture should
Hncfncr
be run again and a story covering
Knthl Schroeder takes cnre ot technical things, nl<>tted by Jon Dhmm,.,
the concert.of the Ghetto Youth
Debbln BriUcn, Clurk Jermuln, Sue Feil
Singers with it. And also future
Chari"" Andrews l!fl!ll! arts & mdln, nbetted by Mkhnel Colvin, Peter Kntel,
Tim Hunter
events should be reported and
Mnrk San"h<"' cdll!l ~ports, nbolW by ltogcr Ruv.Jo, Jim Pcnsicro, Wolf
treated
the same as all other
Al!uilnr, Drlnn Tu.toy«, Gt<'l!OI"Y Lnlirc,
events of this campus.
Dick lllcDonulll t>\lera<es ads; Roy Brown, Jan Erru.ll!l.w, Stve RW!Sell, David
Stllu•~tr1 Dnnny W011mnn, I'rl•eilln Ilrown sell them: l'itn MeDonnld, D<1vld
Brenda Price,
Uhervick, Itoberl llnbb, Jr. handle the technienl thing"!!
For the Black Student Union

Lobo Staff ..•
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Discard Childish Think:ing
By SCOTT and MARY BEAVEN
When people, like nations, feel threatened, they tend to
reduce complex problems to simple ones and to subsequently
apply expedient solutions. Unfortunately, problems involving
people are never simple because people are not. Why then, do
many people sink to the level of mutually exclusive rights
versus wrong solutions when dealing with crucially important
questions?
Children make judgments on the basis of the good versus
evil dichotomy partly through a lack of practical experience.
But adults have no excuse. One indication of social maturity
is flexibility and the freedom to look at problems from a
point of view other than one's own. The Nazis, of course,
were famous for black-and-white judgments.
Regression
By laying the blame for Attica completely with the
prisoners, we regress to the level of the savage who kills
anyone who is not of his tribe and who relies on magical
formulas to solve problems. The savage, like the child,
depends on a pre-ordained, primitive, simplistic system of ·
right and wrong to form judgments. We civilized adults
should know better.
Attica serves to dramatize issues which have been of great
concern ever since Nuremberg-how much individual
autonomy can be sacrificed to a higher "authority" before
the individual ceases to be a human being? When does a
police or military organization cease to be an organ of the
state and become a mob? And to whom is the organization
responsible: the people it was designed to serve or the
"higher authority" (sometimes two very different things)?
Visit Called For
Before we make scapegoats of the Attica prisoners, we
should at least take a look at their situation. Most people,
including the author of "Attica Inmates Faulted" (Sept. 28)
are in no position to tell whether conditions at Attica were
"deplorable" or not: only a visit to Attica could help answer
that question. If they were not deplorable, why did the
prisoners feel driven to stake their lives on a gamble? It
would have been much easier for them to serve their time and
get out. If conditions were deplorable, then no one living in
this supposed democracy is totally free of that responsibility.
Scapegoating Unsuccessful
Using scapegoats to relieve tension and resolve problems
has never been successful for long. Certainly there is nothing
more satisfying for peop1e with vague feelings of guilt to
transfer those feelings to people unable to effectively
retaliate. But by creating scapegoats we avoid our
responsibility to think logically and creatively. If society has
someone to blame for its problems, a search for the true
causes of those problems "is simply not necessary. The
supreme example of national scapegoating is.Nazi Germany's
retreat into mob rule and the persecution of the Jews.
That experience should have taught us that when people
repudiate their responsibilities to · other people, civilized
behavior ceases.
We cannot use a disjointed philosophy in considering
problems of responsibility. Prisoners do not suddenly become
subhuman when they are locked in a cell and mysteriously
become people again when they return to normal society.
Our responsibility extends to all people, whether we, in our
infinite wisdom, approve of their existence or not. An
individual's right to live supercedes another's privilege of
imposing his sense of "justice" upon him.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

salaries of top administrators by
up to 18 per cent. He also said the
citizens have an absolute right to
know how the City Commission is
spending their money and when
they divert bonds funds from one
purpose to another.
Connell also said he is
extremely upset over the
performance of City Manager
Richard Wilson; particularly with
"his hiring _people from
thyoutside to take over jobs here.
I would much rather see the
workers already on the job here
get promoted than see an outsider
come in and take over a top
paying job just because he is a
friend of Wilson's."
Martinez
James Martinez sees making
Albuquerque into a "truly
multi-cultural city with a greater
stress in the pride we have in
those differences'' as his primary
goal in running for the
Commission.
He also said one of the greatest
problems facing Albuquerque in
the past was the fact "the
candidates all come to us (in the

I
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Student, faculty, and staff cars
will be towet: away as of Monday
if a campus parking sticker is not
displayed. The charge for a towed
car is $5 for the hook-up and $1
for each mile the car is towed.
Cars will be towed to different
security lots in the city.
Police Captain Ralph Holst said
many studtmt cars have already
been issued citations for parking
at metered spaces instead of in the
spaces provided for students.
The metered spaces are
designated especially for visitors,
but Captain Holst said it is
understandable that students
sometimes have to park at
metered spaces because of the
amount of parking space available.
However, continued use of these
spaces by the same cars will result
in citations.
Stickers may be picked up at

the campus police station 24
hours a day at no charge to
residents and $1 for non·residents.

Valley) and promise us all sorts of responsibility will be to establish serving the best interests of the
things they 'hope' to do for us some communications between city." .
and then we never see them ag11in the various citizens groups and the
Miller
until the next election. What we city government. "The reason for
Malcolm Miller, the sixth
have to do is to select candidates last June's civil disturbances was candidate discussed in this article,
at the grass roots level, get them because for years no one listened emphasizes that Albuquerque is
elected and sophisticate our whole to our young people and then all destined to grow and that the City
of a sudden they acted surprised Commission should be prepared
pro cellS,"
The present City Commission as all hell when the youth began to help the city grow.
·
serves only to further exasceJ:bate to act like they didn't want to
"Albuquerque," he said, "has
the differences between the dch bother to talk anymore."
some 47,000 acres of which at
and the poor, Martinez added,
He also said that, although it is least 20,000 are vacant. This land
Biro
not in the hands of the City should be filled in before we start
The requirement that all city Commission, he too would push sending people to Socorro or
workers put in a full day's work for citizens' control of their local elsewhere. We need to get this
for a full day's pay is the reason schools.
land on the tax rolls so that it is
Frank Biro says he is running for
producing revenues rather than
Greenblatt
the City Commission. Biro added
· costing us money."
Former County Coroner
that Wilson is a prime candidate
Miller, however, also added,
Jerome Greenblatt stressed steps should be taken to preserve
for that philosophy.
He also said another reason he communications as his main the Sandias and the volcanoes in
.is running is because he "hill! reason for running and added he their natural state, "But we
applied for several positions with "can get the job done."
should see if the state will buy the
"I've learned during my public land and turn it into a state park
the city in the past and not only
did I not get the jobs but they service over the past 14 years that so our tax money won't be going
didn't even give me the courtesy communications at all levels is to its preservation when we could
of an interview, an explanation, extremely vital, It is absolutely be better spending the money
essential that we must have an elsewhere."
anything.
"I got most of my education in open mind to all points of view.
(Monday: The Albuquerque
New Mexico and I feel I have an Only in this way will mutual trust Progress Party and independents
obligation to repay the state. And grow," he said.
Raymond Garvey, Edward
Greenblatt stressed the city Murphy and C. Vern Elliott.)
because I'm not working I can
give more than just a token needs a better mass transit system
•Korean Dancing
amount of time to the job like the . and one "that doesn't lose
money." To achieve that goal he
current Commissioners do."
The Little Angels, a Korean
Max Carmona would also fire has suggested that smaller buses girls' dancing troupe, will perform
Richard Wilson if he is elected and . could be used,
in Popejoy Hall8:15 Oct, 6. They
In addition, he says, the current are sponsored by the Cultural
replace him with "someone who
has some sense of fiscal City Commissioners have not been Program Committee of ASUNM.
doing their jobs because they Tickets for the Little Angels'
responsibility."
"have in effect been neglecting performance are on sale at the
Carmona
Carmona also said the the citizens for some time either Popejoy Hall box office.
by ignoring them or by not
Commission's
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Ginsberg • • •Ma's+er of Rea lit)'• Disc Repetitious

Ginsberg Speaks ·of Album
By JAMES T. HARRIS
Alternative Features Service
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San Francisco (AFS)-1 had
arranged to meet Allen Ginsberg
in lhe Pacific High Recording
Studios in San Francisc:o on a
Saturday late in August. I found
him singing B lal1e 's "Holy
Thursday," bac:ked by guitar,
viola, c:ello, and flute. Allen's
rough, penetrating voice projected
the grim Blake imagery over a
brisfl country and western
arrangement, creating a vision of
haunting pathos. It was one of
several sessions he's done recently
for an album of Blake s<>ngs to be
released later this year. Besides
that recording, Ginsberg is
wm·hing on a 16-a/bum set of
readings of his collected poetry
plus a complete writt·en
anthology.
The interview took place
August 21 in Allen's North Beach
apartment. It's a small room with
only a mattress, a cluttered desk
and a multitude of cardboard
boxes filled with letters, tapes and
, manuscripts.
JTH

Off The Beard
AFS: Was the Tibetan lama
Chogyam Trungpa Tulku the
influence that led Y<>U to cut off

r
r

;:.Y<>~n~r~b~ea~r~d~?WMNw;.;MIWi;;;ii;Miik.
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CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
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Coi11-op Dry.Cieanlng
ond Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Centr-.1 S.E.
247.0836

Ginsberg: Yeah-drunken
influence! It was the inspiration
<>f the moment and the
mo<>nlight. I came up to see him
in the motel where he was staying.
And he was not there, but sort of
tipsy in the across·the·street bar.
He came up accompanied by tw<>
disciples, and fell down off the
balcony; they had to help him up,
It r em1nded me of Ker<>uac's
genius for being drunk and
inspired.
So I sang .mantra to him, and he
corrected a few statements like
"Pad Mah," instead of "Padme,"
and . suggested "Ah," abruptly
ending-silence being very
important. [Then] he said, "Oh
you don't sing with your fuJi
heart-why don't you cut off
your beard, anyway?"
'Impmvise!'
S<> I said, "Well, I was getting
sick of reading poetry out loud in
universities." And he said, "That's
because you d<>n 't improvise like I
do, like Millerapa did. He was a
great poet. All he did was
improvise. You're just reading old
poems."
We went downstairs to have a
drink.Andisaid,"Whydon'tyou
stop drinking, anyway?" Getting
to be just like Kerouac, you
know, very sad. So we held hands
for a long time. He sure was
getting painful insights-like I was
getting sick of my texts and
"You're attached t<> your beard!"
So I went into the hotel
pharmacy !'rom the bar, telling the
Chinese clerk that I had an urgent
need to have a scissors. He said
"Well, we can't sell you that

r

'r

r
r
r
r
r

scissors. That's the last one," I
said, "Oh, no. I've got an
important bet with a guru." So he
sold it to me for three dollars, and
I went into the men's room and
cut off two inches of beard.
Not Enough
And came back to where

'frungpa was, ave~ his first Bloody
Mary, or second, in the bar,
saying, "Ah, you didn't shave off
your beard. All you did was cut a
couple of inches. Let's have
another Bloody Mary. Why don't
you go in and shave it?"
But it was then 8:30 and it was
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time for him to go to his lecture,
[Once at the theater], I went int<>
the bathroom and shaved the rest
<>ff. And when I came out, he·
said, "Aha! He to<>k off his mask!
Now improvise a poem." So I sat
down · and improvised a little
poem: Beard, beer, moon. And he
said, "Oh! That's t<>o smart!"
But the thing I remembered,
just as I was cutting the beard, I
looked into the mirror, I realized,
yeah, I was free of it-free of gray
hair, free of writing poems about
having gray hair, fre~ <>f feeling
like that old man-for awhile. I
freed my own imagery, freer also
to be able t<> walk around
anywhere I want, and not be
recognized for awhile,
Relaxation
AFS: When do you find time to
relax?
Ginsberg: In bed at night. 0!.'
when I am meditating in the
mornings, an hour a day
cross·legged. Or mainly disporting
myself on mattresses with fellow
creatures. Or singing. But l don't
really have enough time to relall:; I
don't have enough time to write
poetry. If I would spend as much
intensive time writing poetry as,
say, making the music and
rehearsing, I could probably take
a single poem and work on it for a
week at a time and do nothing but
that and put all my energy there,
and probably come up with a
rhythmic thing stronger than the
little occasional scribbles that I
produce.
AFS: In the future are you going
to devote more time to poetry?
Ginsberg: I don't know. Music
and p<>etry together seem to be
the general direction.
AFS: Do you enjoy this hurried
schedule you've been following?
Three Ch<>rds Now
Ginsberg: No, I don't enjoy it,
no. Sometimes I enjoy the
excitement and the creation! Like
I feel very good tonight 'cause I
finally mastered a three·chord
song. Thr!Je legiti111ate chords: G,
C, and .D. I had taken a lesson in
music from .Dylan about four or
live months ago in which I asked
him what do I do after G and C,
and he said, ".D." So I finally do a
country-western. I've extended
my musical virtuosity by one
chord. To be able to handle
three·chord tunes is something
I've been sort of puzzling about
for at least a year and a half.
Finally broke it t<>day, so I feel
real good.
[In the winter) I'll be up and
traveling around. I'd like to come
back here and record the Blake
album, supervise the completion
of collected poetry to be
published by Ferlinghetti or
somebody in New York, and
complete the assembled poetry
vocalized, 1946·1971. That's
years. Enormous. Nobody will
ever be able to do it again, I don't
think.
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Strictly wash and wearno ironing, ever.

(Continued on page 5)
Long button-back dress,
Sizes: XX-Small to X-Large.
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5511 CENTRAL N.E.
2 Blocks East of San Mclleo on Central
Shop 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Sun. 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Model 350A with walnut case

ONIC

PE-2010 Automatic Record Changer
with Base, dust cover, and mug netic cartridge

Pioneer Stereo Speakers CS-44

Near UNM
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Sansui AM-FM Stereo Receiver
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PE-2010 Automatic Record Changer
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268-4227

Pioneer Stereo Speakers CS·44
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Sansui AM-FM Stereo Receiver

Black Sabbath's Third 'Armageddon' Album A Bore
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If there is a young poet that
gets a hold of these 16
albums-some young ld1:1d i1:1
Iowa-and sits through, begiqning
to end for one or two days, when
he comes out the other side he'll
be totally enlightened as a poet,
At least he will have mastered that
style, and be completely familiar
with it, 'cause it's something
that's transmissable through the
v<>ice. That's the whole point.
AFS: Better than through the
printed page?
Ginsberg: Yes, as it always has.
Since time immemorial, before
they invented writing or printed
pages. For 38,500 out of the last
40,000 years, most poetry has
been oral.
AFS: There's some, though, like
e. e. cummings', which isn't. , .
Ginsberg: Optical. I have
elements of optical poetry in my
poetry. But that's a thing which
requires direct touch of the hand
[as in illuminated manuscripts of
the Bible.] But the main body of
poetry has been composed of
sounds all along for the voice. So
it's a return to that realization.
SF or NY?
AFS: Do you prefer living in San
Francisco to living in New York?
Ginsberg: Yeah. Weather'~; better,
I sleep with more people here.
Sleep with more boys here. I get
out more. It's a nicer gay life here.
Maybe I'm too busy in New York
to follow anything. That's the
problem of mine-I don't have
enough time to follow up all the
little heart throbs that I get. Like
the other nigh~ Lstarts
humming] •••
AFS; Is t.here a projected release
date for your written anthology?
Ginsberg: I should have it ready
in about three weeks. It needs
retyping and maybe one or two
poems.
What I'll do when I make the
collected poems [is] tear up
"Howl" and all the other books,
and put them in the exact order,
so that the collected poems will
be actually quite different. Quite
a bit clearer and more coherent,
everything so far.
Nothing Undone!
So that will be perfect! Nothing
left undone! And then on top of
that, there will be a complete set
of notes on the recording: the
meaning of each poem, the
occasion it was written, the
occasion it was read, and what it
means in relation to other poems,
'11lere will be nothing left undone!
[Laughs,)
AF S : Until you start writing
more poetry!
Ginsberg: Well, maybe I can sort
of quit there.
AFS: Quit? Writing poetry?
Ginsberg: Sure, and go fuck off.
[Chuckles.] That's the last thing
'frungpa Tulku said in parting.
"Fuck off." [Laughs; then, to
interviewer:] NOW FUCK OFF!

"MASTER OF REALITY';
Black Sabbath
(Warner Bros./BS 2562)
Wow-what a heavy, heavy
ell:perience,
·
I've just finished listening to
Black Sabbath's newest release,
''Master Of Reality," from
beginning to end, and parts of
their first two albums, "Black
Sabbath" and "Paranoid." I had
planned to listen to all three of
them, every single cut (slash,
gouge, tear, rip, eat, slobber, slurp
burp), but the ell:perience became
just a little too heavy to handle ..
Before too many of you get the
w.ruilg hll;!a, let me say that the
above is intended as S<U"Casm-that
slippery little devil that is r.o
difficult to get across in print.
Rolling Stone's review some
months ago of BS's "Paranoid"
overcame the odds and was a
masterpiece of sarcastic venom, so
brilliant it was vicious. I wouldn't
attempt to imitate it, but the
temptation to use sarcasm when
speaking of a Black Sabbath
'~

·. · •JACK

preparati<>n for their concert here
at Johnson Gym Sunday.
If you're one of those rare (and
fortunate individuals who have
miraculously avoided any sensory
contact with the famous BS, and
still d<>n 't get the picture from
what l've already said-they are
what is referred to of late as a
"heavy" group, not "heavy" as in
"heavyweight" (meaning a g,·oup
of very together and proficient
musucians), but "heavy" as in the
'images they project: dark, murky
glimpses. bey<>nd the grave,
paranoia as a mas<>chisticly
relished way of life, sunless days
and years spent slithering along
the ground, the grossly bizarre
and blackly occult.
If Grand Funk Railroad thumps
out a mindless, unmusical beat
with which any primeval creature
can move and sway, Black
Sabbath (often called Grand
Funk's British counterpart) are
decent musicians who do what
they do very well indeed, which is
to buzz, drone, and pound out a
calculatedly·cataclysmic rhyLhm,
accompanied by corresponding
lyrics, intended to scare the poop

out <>f you. The only tr<>uble is,
most of us over the age of 17 have
already had the poop scared out
<>f us by refined bizarro masters
like the Doors and Their Satanic
Majesties. This is n<>w kids' stuff
and can't be taken seriously. But
most of their fans are "kids," and
there are plenty <>f them-all three
albums are gold records ("Master
Of Reality" the day it was
released, I believe), and they pack
'em 'in wherever they perform in
this C<>Untry, 10 and 15 thousand
at a time.
So maybe my disdain for Black
Sabbath is just an old (24) .man's

jaded outlook which refuses to see
the good in the New Ordel.' ... ? I
honestly don't think so. There's
nothing wwng with horror movies
or horror music, but demand
quality. BS lacks it. Thr<>ugh thtee.
albums they do nothing but pile
the BS, not higher or deeper but
just more of the same. It becomes
boring very quickly. If there were
just one Black Sabbath album like
these (preferably "Paranoid") I
c<>uld take it, But th.is is obviously
where they intend to stay. And
"Master Of Reality" makest much
t<>o much of a bad thing,
Charles Andrews

1710 CENTRAL S.E.
Whatever you call em'
: •• Poor. Boys •••
Grubbies ••• they
fit in •.• a match

for any outfit.

CONTINENTAL
$7.99 to $30.00

'

sAIBATit
:!hum i:: •.'irtually
irresistible .•.. unless, of course,
you take them as seriously as they
seem to take themselves, in which
case. y<>u wouldn't be sitting
around writing reviews but rather
would be atop Sandia Crest stark
naked in the howling wind, with
one ear plugged into a cassette
earphone pounding out "Master
Of Reality" and the other hooked
up to a live wire from your car's
battery, popping the eyeballs out
of dead cats with your right hand
while ripping their hides off with
the other, and intoning the "Our
Father" in the original Latin to
keep Satan away-all in reverent

Grad School
Students interested in going to
graduate sch<>ol at S<>uthern
Methodist University can arrange
appointments to talk to a
representative from that school
Oct. 6 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
oh>

FUN-~
.

JOA Guvs· N' GAlS

OKIE'S

lOc
BEER
•
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Ev~ry Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

Warner Brothers Records
and

Gold Street Circus
present

If you're having trouble with
the administration, ferret out
help.

SUNDAY SPECIALS
SUGAR CURED
BAKED HAM

$1.75

Candied Yams or French
Fries, Pineapple Sauce,
Vegetables, Soup ot Salad.

• • • • •

GRILLED
HALIBUT STEAK

$1.75

Served with 'Soup or
Tossed Green Salad, SHrimp
Sauce, French Fries, Rolls
&: Lemon Wedge.
•

•

•

ft

•

$1.80

HAMBURGER STEAK
VEAL CUTLET

$1.70

Served with Soup or Tossed
Green Salad, Mashed or
'French Fried Potatoes,
Vcgr>tables, Rolls, Butter.
#.

•

"

•

M! FRlED CHICKEN-

•

$1.65

4 pes.
Served with Cole Slaw,
Mashed ot French Fries,
Rolls & nutter.

?IJ~~

AcRoss FRoM CAMPUS·
CEN1'RAI. & GlRARD

J.'ridny, October 1, 1971

265-1669

New Double Album by the Grateful Dead
(Live) $6.29

GOLD STREET CIRCUS

1820 CENTRAL-243-1988
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Nigerian Wants to Better Country 'Seen One Toilet, You've

'Legal Giant' Burial Unites
Supreme Court Members
WASIDNGTON (UPl)~~Uugo L.
Black, son of a Clay County, Ala.,
storekeeper who rose to
pre-eminence on the Supreme
Court, was buried in 11.n. unfinished
pine coffin Tuesday and eulogized
as a legal giant who "had little
patience with so·called strict
constructionists."
President Nixon decided at the
last minute to attend the service
at Washington Cathedral for
Black, who died Saturday at age
85 after a severe stroke. The
President sat be&ide Attorney
General and :Ms. John N. Mitchell
throughout the service which rang
with Black's favorite hymns and
writings.
Past and present members of
the Supreme Court, united by
lll!lck's deuth us they r;oldom were
during his 34·year tenure, formed
a double receiving line as the
liberal justice's coffin was borne
into the vaulted gothic cathedral
· by officers of the court pollee
force.
Missing was former Justice
John M. Harlan, 72, who retired
last week and is being hospitali~ed
for treatment of spinal cancer.
Nixon, with Mitchell's help, is

WishestoShareKnowledgeWithHisPeople

reviewing lists of potential
nominee~; for the two court
vacancies.
The Rev. Duncan Howlett,
former minister of All Souls
Unitarian Church here, delivered a
eulogy ccmtaining a reference to
Nixon's oft-stated intention to
name "strict constructionists" to
the court. Howlett said Black had
little patience with them.
"He thought they substituted
principles laid down by latter·day
jurists for the decrees of the
constitution itself," Howlett said.
''He opposed the strict
constructionists because he
thought they tended to build
upon interpretations of our legal
charter, not upon the charter
itself."
Howlett read from underlined
passages of books in Black's home
library, including quotations from
Aeschylus, Diogenes, Cicero,
Thomas Carlyle, Thomas Jefferson
and Edith Hamilton.
"How better shall we Rpeak of a
man than by the works of his
mind and heart?" read Dr.
Howlett.

Dick Gregory

U of A Hosts K'KK's Most Hate:d
Dick Gregory Will Speak on Social Problems
Civil rights activist and Vietnam
War critic, Dick Gregory will
speak at the University of
Albuquerque baseball field at 8
p.m. Tuesday.
Gregory's appearance
co-sponsored by the UNM
Student Speakers Committee, is
the fifth in this year's speakers
sexies. Admission is by season
ticket and individual tickets at the
door, with UNM and U of A
students, faculty, and staff
admitted free.
Orcgory will spcal: on "Social
Problems-Social or Anti·Social."

SPRING SEMESTER-ISRAEL
For Humanities Students
Brandeis University /The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Study centered ip Jerusalem/February-June, 1972
Limited to 30 students
Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.
Four courses/History, Literature, Archaeology, Bible
Earn 16 credits
Knm•;ledge of Hebrew qr Arabic preferr~d
Cost: $2000 /Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel
Application deadline November 1st.

organization most hated.
Gregory w.as born 39 years ago
in St. Louis and attended
Southern Illinois University,
where he was named that schools
outstanding athlete in 1953. He
served in the U.S. Army from
1953 to 1955. After leaving the
Army he began an exhilarating
climb to the top of the
entertainment world, climaxed by
several television appearances and
a record album.
His work in civil rights and
other social causes began soon
after that.

The in tern a tionally·recognized
comedian and actor is now in the
middle of a lengthy fast and
weighs less than 100 pounds. He
proposes to continue the fast until
the end of American engagement
in Southeast Asia.
Gregory's autobiography,
"Nigger," was a best seller and he
has a second book, "Sermons,"
also on the market. He has made
innumerable lectures and is one of
the most popular speakers at
colleges and universities in the
country. The Ku Klux Klan
named Gregory the man that

Pope Paul Appeals for Unity:

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Pontiff Protests'Decadent'Attacks
VATICAN CITY (UPI)- Pope
Paul VI said Wednesday, on the
eve of the Third International
Synod of Bis~ops, that the
Roman Catholic Church was
u~~er attack by "decadent"
cl'Jbcs.
. ,
The Pontiffs words drew a

round of applause from thousands
of persons gathered in St. Peter's
Basilica for his weekly general
audience.
A few dozen yards away,
workmen ru~hed. to finish a n.ew
Synod Hall ~n tJme for t~e flr~t
plenary sess1on of the bishops

meeting, which will discuss the
priesthood and world justice.
Vatican sources interpreted the
Pope's words Thursday as an
appeal for unity in light of the
Synod, which could produce
serious divisions on priestly
celibacy and the justice theme.
The Pope said there is a
widespread "critical, protesting
and . impatient frame of mind
which is basically decadent and
which is barren of admiration,
enthusiasm and love for the
church, and thus also of the sense
of joy and sacrifice."
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If ten students would like d one-hour semindr on a certdin topic for next
spring, Semester II, 1971-72, they may petition to have such d course offered.
The topic desired and some suggested readings should be submitted with
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The Dressy
Jacket
& Hot Pants
in Velvet

I
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Pixie of California designs
this swish Junior costume for
z the girl who adores hot pants
/. .•• In dark Green or Wine,
Junior sizes . . ......... .

$46.00
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Francisco Go;va ••• The F,arge

Watch and ] ewelry repair
done by our expert craftsmen

Wildlife Films

"The Vanishing Sea" will be
the first in a series of Audubon
Wildlife Films at UNM. The film
will be shown Oct. 7 at 7 :30 p.m.
Series tickets are $5 for adults, $3
for students, from Audubon
Wildlife Film Series, Box 3457,
Albuquerque, 87110 or Popejoy
Hall, Tickets at the door will be
$1.50 for
$1 for students.

jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual..
6609

MENAUL BLVD.,

N.E.

3.84 case

••• Yes Folks

.96 6-pk

******

TEQUILA
4.B9 qt.
_905 Yale SE

Friday Night
in front ot
Coronado Hall

with

LIVING BATCH LIMITED is
·. ·.==: .. now one year old. And
:?/this means a 10% discount
on everything for the
month of October. Come
on. over and we'll
talk about it.
•••• t
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ISAAC
GHOST ROSE
MAGIC SAM

****"'**

Living Batch Limited
.
2406 Central
~******
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Who's Who
Applications for Who's Who
among students in American
Universities and Colleges may be
picked up in the dean of students
office in the administration
building and the activities center
in the Union.
•
Who's Who is open to juniors,
seniors and graduate students.
Applications must be turned in
to the Who's Who mailbox by the
ASUNM offices by 5 p.m. Oct. 1.

SCHLITZ

STREET DANCE

j

systems. But in the past few years
industry has created a variety of
products which make overboard
discharges unnecessary.
They range from 10-day
capac;ity holding tanks· (whose
contents are pumped as required
to on-shore disposal services) to
complex recirculating chemical
systeDI& capable of handling the
sanitary needs cif a 70-man crew
for several months. Some units,
like the evaporative toilet system
pictured ·here, can also be used on
aircraft, trains, buses, and
recreational vehicles where power
and water are available,

Package Liquor

presents

~
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Conservation News
Chances are if you've seen one
toilet, you m;;y feel that you've
seen them all. Not so. By the end
of this winter the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers will boast a
fleet of vessels on the Great Lakes
whose sewage systems won't
dump any crud overboard.
The Corps has been testing and
evaluating various sewage
treatment systems for use on its
ships and other floating plants
since 1960, At first, private
industry came up with little in the
line of toilets sporting
self-contained sewage treatment

(@uartrr.a

Committee

i

U.S.P. courses, student-initiated or. otherwise, are not 11Honors" courses
but dre open to any full-time undergraduate student in good stdnding.
These courses are all for one hour of credit, are taught by regular Univer~ity
staff members. Grading is on a modified Pdss·Fdil basis: A, CR (Credit), NC
(No credit). Grade of CR or NC is not computed in grade-point average.
Grade of A is computed.
The full list of U.S.P. courses and how to enroll in them will be announced
in a few weeks.

"The traditional marriage is
quite involved. After everyone has
agreed upon the mar-l'iage the
bridegroom gathers best friends
and family and proceeds to the
bride's house with traditional
gifts, such as wine. They are
expected, yet someone is waiting
at the bride's house to ask what
business the procession has. Aftl'!r
a lot of hassle they open t:Ue door.
Hassle
"The procession then asks for
tho girl. The family brings in
several girls and perhaps an old
man dressed as a woman and asks
if this is not the woman they
wished to see. Eventually they
bring in the right girl, everyone is
happy, and the pretending ends.
The girl is guest of honor ana the
party begins. It's rea1ly a lot of
fun and everyone has a good time.
It's hassle enough to scare me off
however," said Omorege.
Nehowa has become a Buddhist
since his arrival in Albuquerque.
He attdbuted his choice of
Buddhism to the fact he feels it is
more scientific; than most
religions.
Hoping to finish his schooling
here in June or August, Nohowa
will then teach at a university in
Nigeria.
"I like it here very much," he
said. "People are very friendly and
iL's quiet and relaxed. There are so
rna n y 'more people in my
country."

Seen 'Em All?' Not So-·

t

~

************

laugh. Life seems to make him
very happy,
NigerianCulture·
"Music is different in my
country. We have the local music,
popular, and classical. Nigerian
classical holds significance and is
supposed to relate a message. The
popular music really doesn't mean
anything. All it ever talks about is
women," he said.
"The feeding habits of people
are peculiar to the environment
and circumstances. We eat about
the same things as here but it's
cooked differently. There are no
hamburgers. We do have some
significant foods you don't find
here. We have fantastic
yams-much bigger. I'm sure
you'd like them better too. One
of our most common foods is
call~d plantain, it's like a bigger
verston of a Banana. We use it
much like potatoes are used
here."
Marriage
A highlight of the customs in
Nigeria is its traditional marriage.
Nahowa said. many girls now
choose an American type of
wedding in favor of the old
elaborate type.
~~-·-,~·
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Send or bring petitions to John Howarth~ Director, U.S.P. 1 the Honors
Center, UNM.
A course will have a better chance of being offered if you have a commitment from an instructor willing. to teach the course if it is chosen.
Petitioners should secure from the U.S.P. office d copy of the guidelines
for selection of U.S.P. courses before trying to solicit student signdtures or a
commitment from an instructor.

Noltowa Omorege
By LESLIE WADDY
Noh'?wa Omorege ~as s~mt ~o
Amenc:an ~Y N1gena 1.n
cooperat1on WJth the U.S. A;1d
Program and UNM, to acquue
knowledge to .be used for the
betterment of his country.
Since his arrival a year ago, he
has been working toward getting
his _Doct?rate in Electrical
Engtneer1ng, When he has
completed his Doctorate he will
go back to his native country and
share what he has learned with his
people.
"I'm in the program for
assistance of developing countries
by the U.S.," said Omorege.
"They have agents all over the
world. I applied to my own
government, they considered me
and in turn nominated me to the
progra_m. u~ ":as picked .as it is
a university mvolved m the
program. Not all universities are in
the program.
Teacher
"What I learn at UNM has to be
practical and useful to my
country. I'm going back to help
my people," said Omorege.
"I grew up all over Nigeria.
After I was eight I did not spend
three years in any one part due to
my various schools except the
University of Lagos where I did
Post-Graduate work," he said.
"Schools are pretty similar to
here but more disciplined in the
student-staff relationship. One
major difference is you can't
choose your courses only your
field. Classes are set up for you all
the way through. You don't have
to register though," he added.
Nobowa was enthusiastic in
talking about his country's way of
life and customs. While talking of
many things he would grin and

~
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265·6931/San Mateo at lomas
Shop Mon., Wed., Fri. 'til9
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Part~1

Forum To Debate Nuclear Issue

Historyof'Hemp' PlantLongerTha·n Rope

Pros, Cons of Electricity as End Product

'PoorMan's Heaven,''Soother of Grief' Fine Stuff Anytime

Six men, three for and threlil
against use of atomic power for
generating electricity, will discuss
the subject, H01.1r Growing Power
Crisis: Is Nuclear Power the
Solution?" in the Union Ballroom
tonight at 8 o'clock,
Sponsorlild by the UNM student
chapter of the Am..IP'lcan Nuclear
Society, the forum is open to the
public. It will include a question

and answer period after the
discussion, says Cad Newton,
president of the organization.
"It's a rare <:~pp<:~rtunity f<:~r
anyone interested in nuclear
p<:~wer
to hear some
knowledgeable people discuss the
problem from both sides," he
S<lid.
After a brief introductory talk
on "The Impending Power Crisis

RED CROW
FINEST FOOD
5101 Zuni S.E.

in the United States and the
Dwindling of Our World Wide
Power Resources" by Glen Graves
of the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories (L,A.S.L.), Hatty
Jordan, David Hall and Ludgard
Emelity will speak in favor of
nuclear power for electdc
production. Brant Calkin, Stan
Logan and Mike Williams will
speak in opposition.
Each will specialize in one
aspect of the question.
Electrical companies are
already plannl!ig greater use of
nuclear power to generate
electricity, said Newton and
quoted the Sept. 15,1971 issue of
"Electrical' World" as. saying that
by 1980, 37 per cent of the
electricity in the United States
will be gent:!rated by atomic power
and by 1990, 56 per cent of our
electricity will be produced by
nuclear power.
One of the biggest reasons for
this is that conventional fossil
fueled plants are significant
contributors to air pollution, he
said. And the demand for power is
doubling every 10 years.
"Image what the pollution

,.
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I AM LOOKING FOR A PARTICULAR
TYPE OF PERSON:
ONE WHO WILL WORK,
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS
AND HAS THE DESIRE TO
EARN MONEY

problem
will be in 20 years,''
Newton said.
The biggest problem connected
with use of atomic power, he S<~id,
is not so much in reactor safety as
in disposing of radioactive wastes.
"Use of nuclear power trades
air pollution for waste that can be
buried- for instance in depleted
salt mines in Kansas," he
explained.

Fuchs

Lillian Fuchs, viola soloist, will
play with the UNM orchestra in
the first concert of its 1971-72
series, Oct. 16 in Popejoy Hall.
Fuchs will play the Telcmann
concerto and the viola solo in
Harold in Italy which Berlioz
originally wrote for the violinist
Niccole Paganini.

Full or Part Time
We will share this most unusual
unique money opportunity at:

London

A charter trip to London from
Albuquerque plus hotel, tours and
meals is available for $375
through the Student Activities
Center and ASUNM. The trip will
begin Jan. 7 and return Jan. 16.
Further information may be
received from the Student
activities Center in the Union.

THE HOWARD JOHt~SOt~ EAST
MOTOR INN
Saturday 'October 2, 10:00 a.m.
Monday October 4, 8:00 p.m.
Imperial Room

ATTENTION
ALL GRADUATE AND LAW STUDENTS
GSA PRESENTS

l3y ALEX APOSTOLIDES/ AFS
The .old bugaboo, that Deadly
Marywanna, used daily by more
than 250 million people all over
the planet, has been !mown by
many names through Man's
recorded history, Its current
Western name probably derives
from the Mexican potiguaya, but
call it shit, boo, grass, pot-it's all
marijuana, cannabis sativa. Or to
the East, hashish, hash,. ganja,
bhang-derivatives of the hemp
plant, cannabis indica. East or
West, it's Man's Be:>t Friend to
many, and Deadly Peril to others.
The first published mention of
hemp occurred almost 5000 years
ago in a book of pharmacy by the
Chinese emperor, Shen Nung. In
2732 B.C., he discussed the hemp
plant in detail, prescribing its
distillate as medicine for female
we.akness, rheumatism, gout,
malaria, constipation,
beriberi-and absent-mindedness,
Rejection
But the medical establishment
of the time rejected Shen Nung's
claims, labeling his miracle drug
the "liberator of Sin,"-while the
Chinese people, who used it
widel~,. called it "The Delight
Giver."
A thousand years later, the
plant found its way to India,

-

Photo bY Lauderbaugh

IIarassed Mutt Catcher
Not Truly Cold-Hearted
Everybody hates the dog dog roaming around the next
day," he said.
catcher.
Light Work
Jos.eph Trader, UNM's new
Trader covers the whole
mutt•chaser, has a dog of his own
and lets the dogs he picks up ride campus and picks up only one or
in front with him instead of in the two dogs a day. "Many of the
cage in back. "Most of them are students have been respecting the
very good and enjoy the ride," he new dog law and have their dogs
on leashes. When a dog is
S<lid.
The tools of Joe's trade ate a apparently with a student,
leash and a pair of heavy suede although he isn't leashed, I always
gloves he wears when dogs seem warn him instead of taking action
right away. If my warning is not
especially mean.
Joe is not new at being around heeded, however, eventually I
dogs, he worked with police dogs have to enforce the ord.er.
''The dogs get good treatment
for 22 years in Pennsylvania.
at the Animal Control Center
Abandoned
"lf people love their dogs they where I take them. The owners
should take better care of them,'' have four days before the dog is
said Trader. "I've picked up dogs put up for adoption to pick it up.
and given them to people who After that they still have about six
more days to retrieve their dog, I
S<~id they belonged to them, only
to find them running around figure .if they care about it they'll
campus the next few days looking go and get it," Trader said.
like they've had very little care.
Some of the dogs I pick up are in
very poor condition.
"People just don't treat animals
right and it's a darn shame. Only a
few days ago two puppies were
brought to me that had been
CHICAGO (UPI)- Cleveland
abandoned in an apartment when
the girl who owned them moved Ma~or Carl Stokes called
Thursday for a black political
<:~ut,'' said Trader.
When asked if people ever strategy of coalition with other
harassed him Trader replied: "Not minority groups and .said it "may
really, last week a girl pushed me mean the actual running of a
causing me to drop a dog and then black person for president" in
ran with it. I picked up the same 1972.
Stokes, who has been
mentioned as a possible
presidential or vice presidential
candidate, said he was not
interested in either post.
-The
prominent black politician
HAIR DESIGNS FOR MEN gave what
was billed as a "major
political
address''
in connection
cut in the
with Black Expo, a commercial
natural
exposition sponsored by
operation breadbasket.
full look
He said details of what he
called "a black political strategy
255-4371
for 1972" would be hammered
closest shop to the men's dorms
out. in closed workshop meetings
being held by the "Black Caucus"
2914 CENTRAL AVE. SE
this week in connection with the
Across form Triangle
.... ~:";':: -.....::
..., .. :::
:"""~""'·: .... .. exposition.

$200,000 Inheritance
Blown on Cars"' Breasts
SAN PEDRO, CALIF. (UPI)Instant riches came to the
Leonard Gearin family two years
ago in the form of a $200,000
inheritance. Wednesday, they
wcr.c back where they
started-"we blew it."
The spending spree was two
years in the making, according to
Ms. Jolene Gearin, a mother of
four who lives with her husband
in a rented house near Los
Angeles Harbor.
"We waited two long years for
the attorneys to haggle, and the
r:o11ernment to get its share, and

Black Candidate
MayRunin72

my sister to make claims agahtst
it," she said,
"But when it finally came, it
really wore us out spending it, We
were just exhausted."
The money, bequeathed by Ms.
Gearin's father, Chester Hanson,
wt:!nt for a variety of items,
''We bought cars and
motorcycles for the two boys, and
a truck, and a $2,000 high-fi with
all the components, and clothes,
and we put a down payment on a
house, and the girls and I all had
our teeth capped, and I had my
breasts lifted.

BBH'i

WE'VE

~

A PARTY
Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.

11005 Central N.E.
Beer 15c

Drinks 30c

Music by Judas

No Admission

All Invited

Student Auto
Insurance
Special Rates For:

lOW
FASII

,,

Fine Blends
Ganja is a much better grade of
pot, taken from selected plants.
Prices have gone up somewhat,
but ganja used to be obtainable
almost anywhere you had a large
Indian population at about 20
cents a qllarter-pound.

See Ex Lobos Willie Long and
Ira Horge with the

Floridians vs
The: Denver Rockets
at

UNM Arena
Sunday, Oct. 3rd-8:00 p.m.
Tickets at: All· Events (Fox-Wimock theater bldg.)
Rhodes (Coronado), Cooks (Downtown and Winr(:lck),
Barcelona Lumber (Rio Bravo, SW)
UNM Arena Box Office (1 :30·4:00 p.m.)
4.50-3.50-1.50

Saturday October 2

8:00-6:00

GRAND OPENING
Register For

FREE PRIZES
1 Miniature Cassette-Corder-Sony
1 Pair Model #1 Speaker Systems-Jensen
3 Each Phone Cartridges-Pickering
12 Stereo Headphones-Sharpe & RMS
6 1800 Ft. Blank Tape-Memorex
3 Disc Preeners-Watts

Need Not Be Present To Win

#1
Standard AM-FM
Stereo Receiver 207U
30 Watts (IHF) ...... $129.95
Jensen Model 2
Speaker System ..... $ 96.00
Garrard Auto
Changer 408 . . . . .. $ 44.50
Base & Cover ...... $ 11.00
Shure 55E
Cartridge ......... $ 29.95
List . . .. $311 .40

#4
Kenwood Model5150
AM-FM Stereo Receivers
110 Watts-(IHF) ..... $319.95
Miracord 630U
Auto Changer ..... . $129.95
Base 8t Cover ...... $ 10.90
Shure M93E
Cartridge ......... $ 39.95
Altec Lansing 886A
Speaker Systems .... $319.90
list .... $820.65
Special Price ... . $649.95
Kenwood 5150 Only ,$319.95

Other One Day Specials Thtoughout The Store
For Sound That Sounds Like it SHOULD Sound

7611 Menaul N.E.

...

296-6978

NEW FALL STVLES

I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

\256-35181

Fact: the effect of the Western
variety is much milder and of
shorter duration than anything
the Near or Far East offers-;ask
the man who's tried the Afghan
hash or the leafy Laotian boo,

PRO BASKETBALL

Special Price ... . $259.95

1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

7:30 P.M.

Today, 11nder the name of
marijuana, dried bhang is the
hemp product most widely used
in North America-although all
the fanfaron and sand kicked up
in recent years over the dried ·leaf
brick product has seen a rise in
.use of hash, more compact and
more easily shipped from Near
East ports.
The term marijuana was
originally used in Mexico to·
denote a poor grade of tobacco,
;md was applied only later to tile
dried cannabis sativa product,

Stereo Specials

j256-3518l

.

snowy cheesecloth from which it
is scraped off for marltet.
Hash
The result is calh)d charas by
the Hindus. The name remained
unchanged for centuries until the
first Crusades, when the Old Man
of tne Mountain, Hasan-1-Sabbah
(or Hashashin) gave his name to
the product-hashish.
Hasan aimed to purge the
Moslem world of false prophets,
by secret, selective assassination,
and he met with some fair success
until the end of the !'3th century,
when Genghis Kahn, Far East
rowdy, kiUed off 12,000 Assassins
in a Mongolian fit ofover-reaction. This pretty well
ended Hasan's organization as an
effective force,
The evil reputation of hashish
wns fanned though and kept ulive
by ludd tales of the Assassins,
who were said to use the stuff and
top off thei;t murderous deeds
with orgies of wild debauchery,
The hemp was said to be
responsible, of course,
Bhang!
Two other hemp products saw
wide use in old·time India, and
their popularity persists today.
Bhang is made by brewing the cut
tops of the plant in milk or water,
When tobacco pipes found their
way east from the then-New
World, the bhang was dried and
smoked.

Drawing at 6:00

...

'

Friday, Oct. 1

Closely intertwined with India's
religions and .philosophies, hemp
culture became a science that still
thrives today. The Indians too had
popular naml)s for the resinous
ho;,mp distillate, Poor Man's
Heaven, Soother of Grief, and
Heavenly Guide.
The finest shit came from
Nepal, fabled highland country
where the plants were set in long,
straight rows, spaced carefully so
that the maturo;, flowering tops
wuuld just touch one another,
Harvests
Some resin tended to develop
even before the tiny greenish
flowers were ready to bloom &nd,
to prevent its Joss, squads of
completely naked men were sent
running through the fields,
thrashing their arms about. The
resin stuck to them ~ they ran
waving through the bloomery and,
when they got to the other end of
the field, the resin was carefully
scraped off their bodies, made
into pressed cakes and saved for
the marketplace.
Later on, they caught the resin
on leather aprons; other
refinements followed and gave rise
to modern methods of collection,
Resin is coaxed out of the cut
flower clusters with exquisite care
and is spread and pressed on

ltJ HISTORIC
OLDTOWN

Experienced Handling of
Hartl fo Place Insurance
. N:EW :MEXICO LOBO
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Lobo Picks ...

BYU Cats, A Stronger Ball Club
Jim
Pensiero
(l1·4)

Injury-Free Team Makes for a Tougher Lobo Test
The Brigham Young Mountain
Cats are hoping to make the
Lobos eat dirt when New Me~ico
initiates their WAC campaign
tonight at Provo. Game time is
7:30 p.m. under the lights at BYU
Stadium.
The Cats, who ate a little dirt
them:>elves at the hands of Kansas
State last weekend, are currently
tied for the WAC lead at 1·0 with
Arizona and Arizona St. However,
the lead in the conference at this
PQint in the season is still wide
open,
BYU will have to do something
relatively phenominal to upset the
favored Lobos, who despite a

dismal defeat to Iowa State look
stronger on paper. The Mountain
Cat..q only mnnflged to gain 31
yards while KSU ran roughshod
over their defense for 269 yards
and a sloppily played victory at
23·7, If you can flash back to last
year you'll remember that the
Lobos held BYU to minus 96
yards rushing while running up·
the score to 51·8.
Healthy Team
Last year BYU tried to
compensate for their lack of
running attack by using a shotgun
formation. It was however a vain
gesture as the shotgun backfired
in their face for ~he lopsid~c!

FROZEN PRICES MELTED DOWN

***•**********

COMPACT
SYSTEM

($100 DISCOUNT OFF)

SALE PRICE
$287.80

60 watt AM-FMFM STEREO
GARRARD CHANGER
DUST COVER

OILED WALNUT
SPEAKERS
8" WOOFER
3" TWEETER

s

COMPONENT
SYSTEM

T
E
R

SALE PRICE
$237.80

E
0

($52 DISCOUNT OFF)

+

30 watt AM-FMFM STEREO
BSRCHANGER
l)UST COVER
>

BASED OILED
WALNUT
SPEAKERS
8" WOOFER
3" TWEETER

victory. What lead BYU into so
many desperate ll)llneuvers was
the fact that last year a great
proportion of their squad were
bound to the sidelines due to
injuries. Unfortunately for the
Lobos they won't be in that
situation again as they have only
lost two starters, defensive end
Keight Rivera and offensive guard
Rich Balgardson to the stretcher.
'l:ine poi~t that definitely favors
BYU is the performance of punt
returner Golden Richards.
Richards failed to see action
against KSU, but is still a threat if
the BYU blocking can crystalize.
Richards is far out in front of the
punt· return category for the
NCAA with an average return of
38.1 yards. His nearest competitor
nationally is at 31.5 yards per
carry:
Richards is a double threat in
that his good returns tend to
stimulate the performance of the
entire team. An example of this
would be a recent game at
Colorado -State. The game was
indecisive until midway through
the second period when Richards
ran the ball back for an 81-yard
score. BYU went on to annihilate
csu 54·14.
Defensive Backfield
Another strong point in the
BYU repetoire is the interception.
The Cats intercepted four more
passes in the KSU game to run up
their three-total to 13 for the
season. Their opponents,
meanwhile have snatched only

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specializingin tune-ups
brakes, air conditioning
& expert welding
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. seruice

SOUND WORLD
4304 LOMAS N.E.
268·7174

STERLING
ELECTRONICS

1712 LOMAS N.E. 247·2485

Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

Don
Burge

(11·4)

Mark
Sanchez
(8·7)

Roger
Ruvolo
(10·5)

UNM
at

UNM 24.·23

UNM 30·21

UNM 17·14

UNM28·l0

Texas Tech
at
Arizona

Ariz, 13·7

Ariz. 21-13

Ariz, 24·17

Tech 24·14

UTEP
at
ASU

ASU 35·21

ASU 42·15

ASU 28·10

ASU 35·14

at
Wyo.

Wyo.19·10

Wyo. 21·7

Wy9. 21·12

csu 21·17

Wash. St.
at
Utah

Utah 35·28

BYU

csu

NMSU
at
SMU

SMU 42·26

wsu 21·20

Utah 14·7

SMU 35·6

SMU 30·6

The ~ew Mexic? State Powerlifting Championships will be
I:J.eld this ~eekend m the weight room of Johnson Gym.
Power~ft:rs from around the State· will compete in the
meet begmnmg at 10 a.m.
Admission is free to the public and all are invited to come
to the one day meet which will determine who will be sent to
the national meet later this year.

HERE ARE
THE
FABULOUS

MARX

BROTHERS
•

loTP

0

Utah 21·10

SMU 17·7

Also
THE TRAMP
a Charlie Chaplin $hort

Fri. 8, 10 PM
'75¢
ASUNM Film Comm.

'

atJ0:30p.m.

.Lobos Take Same Team -to Prov·o

Golden Richards
three wayward aerials.
If they can capitalize on their
secondary's adeptness and then
move the ball the Lobo's should
be in for quite an evening. One
compensation for this threat is the
fact that despite the fact that the
BYU secondary was picking off
passes at KSU right and lift the
BYU offense proved impotent
with the ball.
Leading the offense will be
quarterback Bill August. The 180
lb. junior has run the ball in three
times in addition to a passing slate
of 21 completjons for 201 yards.
Second string QB Dave Terry is
also a threat with his arm as he
has completed 10 straight before
missing last Saturday.
Golden
August and Terry will have 190
lb. senior Bill Miller at split end,
210 lb. senior Bill Bowers at tight
end and Golden Richards at
flanker to throw to, along with a
backfield compliment of tailback
Pete Van Valkenberg, and
fullback Dave Coon, So far
Bowers has caught five aerials for
52 yards, while Miller is seven for
60 yards, Coon three for 17, Van

Valkenbury four for 35 and the
fleet Richards one for 22 yards.
On the ground Van Valkenberg
leads the backfield with a total of
98 yards gained on 27 carried for
an average of 3.6 yards. Coon
hasn't done as well, gaining only
80 yards in 31 carries for an
average of 2.4 yards, These stats
seem rather pale when placed
against UNM's Fred Henry's total
of 232 yards in 38 carries after
only two games.
Defensively the 'Cats have done
quite well; holding North Texas
State to 63 yards as opposed to
their 173, while Colorado St.
fared slightly better, gathering
145 yards against BYU's 181.
They fell apart at the seams
against Kansas however.
Coaches aren't well known for
their honesty, at least in the face
of journalists, but BYU's
eight·year veteran mentor Tom
Hudspeth admitted after last
weekend's fiasco, "we weren't
ready and I'm the one at fault. I
could feel it in the dressing room
before the game. We'll make sure
we're ready for New Mexico." Is
Feldman listening?

ASUNM Popular Entertainment

Committee

Coming Events
• BLACK SABBATH
• Sweat Hog
Oct.3

The Lobo running machine will
run in Provo Utah this weekend if
the BYU Cougars don't put the
stop on the Wolfpack running
scheme.
UNM will take a 1·1 slate into
this Friday night's contest,
following an opening victory over
Texas Tech and a 44-20 loss to
Iowa fltnte. The Cougars, victors
in their first two games, before
their 23·7 loss to Kansas State
bring most potent scoring offense
into the game, .
Houston Ross, voted most
valuable defensive player in last
weekends contest will be charged
with the task of stopping the
Cougars, led by running back
Golden Richards. Along with Ross
on defense will be Steve Bradshaw
and Herman Fredenberg at left
and right linebackers respectively.
The def.-nsive wall up front will
consist of Oscar Fennell, at left
end, Rob Winter, at left tackle,
George Oaks, at right tackle and
Monty Moore, at right end.
In the backfield defensively is
left cori.'lerback Don Dungan,
strong safety Bob Gaines, weak
safety Dan Spriggs and right
cornerback Steve Ernst.
Mike Buck injured his knee in
last Saturday's contest against
Iowa State and will miss the BYU
trip, being replaced by Monty
Moore at his defensive end slot.
Offensively the Lobos will go
with the same unit they fielded
against the Cyclones. Rocky Long
will lead the Wishbone Y offense
and will be backed up by Fred
Henry, Nate McCall and Rich
Diller.
Henry has gained 232 net yards
in the Lobo's two games on 38
carries. He is followed by Nate
McCall who didn't play most of
the Texas Tech game, with 80
yards.
Rocky Long directing the Lobo
offense last weekend had one of

his better nights passing, giving
the Lobos an added point in
depth against the Cougars. He
completed 12 of 26 passes in his
first two games for 123 yards.

Henry is also leading the team
in the scoring department. His 12
points tops Hartshorne!\ nine,
Longs and Letuligasenoa's six
each.

SENTIMENT
For People with 1 Dollar

•

Ali Mac&raw • Ryan O'Neal

7:30-9:15

KELLEY•s OTHER SIDE

• 3 Dog Night
Oct. 16

Weekend Special

67-oz PITCHER OF BEER $1.50

• GUESS WHO
Nov.6
Tickets available at
University Arena

Tom and Dave from the E. coast playing
for listening pleasure at 9:30

Gale invites you
aver far the finest
broiled hambu.....

Sandwiches After 9:00
Ham and Cheese .......... $1.00
Roast Beef ............... $1.00

French Dip .......... , .... $1.00
Sandwich and Drink ....... $1.40

Sandwich and 16-oz. Beer ... $1.25
266·0550
l'age 10

.

7:00 a.m.-midnight

16-oz. Beer ................ SOc

Across from Johnson Gym

SATURDAY NIGHT at lO:iiOp.m.

MATINE:E
HILAND Sat.SPECIAL
Suu. I I: 00 a.m. 1
265·4575

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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CAMPU§ BRIEF§
Spurs

Disciplinary action will be taken if
you do not attend.

Spurs dues are to be in by Oct.
Undergrad Seminars
1. There will be a meeting Oct, 7,
Anyone interested In starting
1971 at 7 p.m. in the Union, This
an Undergraduate Seminar
meeting is mandatory.
If you cannot attend, contact Program co'llr&e has until Oct. 7 to
Nancy Crow at 243-4150. submit a petition to the program

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 'lc per word, 20 word minimum (,1.40) per time run, If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no change~~ tile rate is reduced to lie
per word and the minimum ll"llmber of
words to 10.

ADVERTISING
WHERE; Journalism Bull4ingo, :U,oom
205, afternoollll preferably or mall.
ClassUied Advertisi!la'
UNM P,O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,.M. 87106

TERMS: PaymeTJt muat be made ln full pri(lr to insertion of advertisement

1) PERSONALS

5) FOR SALE

SEE OSCAR DEVOUR :Mealworm Terrific tropicals and groovie~~t goldfish
in town. Fred's Pet ShoP-4 70il Lomas
NE. lO/l
READY l To start a bright new semester.
full of hnppenlngp, ~cc ua I Arrangementa Unlimited. 107 Gi~ SE, 265·
8379. 10/14
:MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS.
Hoepitali~ation Insurance, Pays up to
$460 for maternity. For info telephone
242·1 21 7· 10/ 7
FREE: Handsome and healthy kittens.
Longhalred males, •rortolse-sheU female.
898• 1929 • 10/7
EVER WONDER WHY CANARIES
DON'T SING LIKE THEY USED TO 1
~~:N~:rtoif at Fred's Pet's. 470 5
PROFESSORS - former legal sooretary,
'now gradunte student, desires work, 20
hours a week. Jane. 242-8495. 10/'l
GlRLB-We have your sl;~e. Bell's bY
Levi's, Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central
SE, 248·6954. 10/6
AGORA Ia a UNM Crisis center. Staffed
by Student Volunteers who c~m help in
Personal crises and have n.ccess to in~
:formation about services available to
....h Alb
AJleople i n • e
uquerque area .......,yone
is welcome 24 hrs. n qay, NW corner
Mesa Vista, 277·3013. -

2)

LOST & FOUND

----------------~--------BABY
DUTCH RABBIT: $4 (with food)
Bo:x trained. Call 27'1·5361), 10/4
ENG;LISH, SilRINGER SPANIEL PUP.
Male, black ~nd white. Registered AKC,
AtYcctlon~te. Call .2115·6422 'evenlnf:s,
10/4
•
::-::~==--==----------:-~----~
'67 CHEVROLET: Law student must seU
Impala SS convertible, 327 V-8, automntic transmission, radial tire~~, e:xcellent
condition, $1250. 298-4084. fl/27
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $80·$60. 4'l
Wyoming NE. 266-6987. 12/20

BEADS, BEADS, BlllADS I Hun4red ot
different kinds and colors of beads.
Beuds for :mttcrante nt 'l'he Bead Shaman.
401B San Felipe NW.· Old ToWTJ, ;ll-7
daily. l.0/13
_
LONG SLEEVE KNIT· SHIRTS in solids
and pntterns. Lobo :Men•11 Shop. 2120
Central SE. P/30
~L-:o:E-:-A-:-:T..-H..;.E._R...;B.._E-L...;.L...:.B_O_T_T_O_.M_S_A_N_D_J_A_C_K_•

ETS by Levi's. Lo'bo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 9/30
SHIRTS I Florala, Solids(, stripes, Prints,
Knits. Allln your abe. .1-<0lxl :Men•a Shop,
2120 Central SE. 243-6964.
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machine~~, These :ma•
chines have never been used and are
equipped w/zla'·:tag, make buttonhole~~,
etc. Will be sold for $411 each. cash or
terms. United Freight Sale~~. 3020 Sar•
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9, t!n

-:::::::=:::::-::--:::~-:----"":":":"----,---~-

PORTADLE TYPEWRITER: Found in
FIJ'E~S.~~c ~;ffaR~~e ~~~:Ji,?~=
·~he Administration Building. May be • receivers w/8 track player. Also come
claimed In Room l04 of the Admin,
complete w/sepm-ate deluxe Garrard
Bldg. 10/8
changer & four speaker system. $109.9o
LOST: Gold a.nd silver wedding band at
caah or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE. Ol)cn g tiD 11. t!n,
UNM football gnme. Sept. 25. Contact
2GB-1M:!. Heward!
6) EMPLOYMENT
LADY'S WATCH-Found Tu«~dnY af~rnoort fn ~:burch parking Jot Wret o£
NEED 2 men to help me In mY businCfiS,
campus, Call :Peg~W: 2911·7484, 10/7
J7G a week to start-Part Time. Call 2423) SERVICES
~_Q},iG3. 10/1
RESPONSIBLE :MAN WANTED TO
MANAGE Molcl·Style Apfa, Call 21iG·
COED WILL TYPE for profresor 10.16
boura a week. Experienced in typing
1664, 10/8
:;;-::7.::::::::~::-:-:--:--:--.,..,..---.,-lettl'r:J reporta tabclcs manuscripts tor
publlcatlQn, Ctlll Donnn, 2G8·G804. 10/6
WANTED: Male to work with _pre-school·
era II d!lYa a Wl?<!k. 12·3, Call 299·8941
mONlNG GETTING YOU DOWN? $1,110
¥ra. Perkins, ot' 251i·40!l2 Mrs. Seiber·
per 12 pie(JC9, 242-3893. 10/G
hng, 10/G
-:7-:-)--:M-:::I-:S~C-:E-::L-:L-A_N_E_O_U_S_ _ _ __
'l'UTOU.JNG. Translation In Fren~ll and
Spanish. Call Kitt. 243-208G. 10/G
DELLY DANCE, scr1C9 oC 8 clallset~. TuesCOFFEE I:IOUSE to open O¢t. 15: I•'olk
days b('$finnlng Oct. 5. Ncar Campus.
music, Play readings, poetry, etc, 10/8
Ellznbeth. 265~891. 10//J
"STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM WILL
TUTORING FltENCll AND POR'l'U·
MEET AT UNCLE JOHN'S Corner of
GUESE Languages, Call 247·2844. 10/4
Central and W)'omlnlf, abnMt), At
O:Oo P.M. on Sunday, Oet. 3rd. 'l'itJ~ of
AUDUBON ECOLOGY FIL'MB-On wlld·
Lt!cturc, .. What 1.!1 ReiUon'l" 10/5
Ute Coutdool'll i.e.) at POPEJOY •tartfog '111ursday October 7, 7:16 PM, ($3
HARRIS TWEED SPORTS COA'l'S, $30.'00
Student Uckct good tor all 5 ahoWII.)
each. New Arrlval.!l from England. Alao,
Phone 2'77·3121 while the tleketa Ja.at.
:p:.vajo rugs, many lrttermtJng lmpol'ta.
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
ced Companyl 416 Central Ave, NW.
PliOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
Whatever. 242-7658. 11/22

4)

Legal Manual

II

A new manual designed to alert

students to legal problems is now
avanable. "The Law Says," a
44-page booklet, was prepared in
layman's lat')guage by students in
the UNM Clinical Law program
and is available at the Clinic~ Law
Center in the new Bratton Hall.
It briefly describes virtually
every process of law from civil
suits to auto accidents, marriage
and selective service to drugs,
liquor and renting a house or
apartment.
Rail

BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI)- One
of the alleged leaders of the Attica
Prison riot testified in federal
oourt Thursday he saw another
inmate, since listed as dead,
standing behind him in·an exercise
yard after the rebellion was
quelled by police bullets.

animal

There will br a rally in
Robinson Park Oct. 2 at 10~30
a.m. to protest inadequate prison
conditions. There will bo a march
from Robinson Park to Bataan
Park by the participants.

l<iii~JiJst

fOr' the

Chicano Studies

s~rt

All Chicanos are invited to a1..
informal get·together Oct. 3 at 5
p.m. at Chicano Studies, 1815
Roma N.E. Refreshments will be
served.
•

ofit...

Ptcnic

The Indo~American Society,
which announced plans for a
picnic at Fenton Lake on Oct. 2
has moved the site to The Fourth
of July, a little north of
Mountainair. Call 242·4824 or
242-1882 for information.

BRACKEN 1
Auto
Dismantlers
phone 877-5355

2615 Coors SW
free parts lacater service

Auto Parts
Complete Engines
transmissions-glass
Used VW Parts
Radios, Tires, and Seats

COI.UMSIAPICTURES Presents STAHLEY KRAM£R'S Production ol BlESS THE BEASTS &CllllOREif
starring 8lllNUil{·8ARRY ROB!Ns-l.!tlES CIIAP!N •CAREl GlASER •OOB KAAMER• IIAACVAIW!Wf

:dee::~:·~IH>fr:f;;::·Base:-::::d::::~~~lhe~no~ve;;;..;lb'{7-G::=:l£~HOOH~SW::;AR:::.:T::;OOU:::,:T~·MUSIC::::~b'{!!BARRY=.!!!,DE
'

The song Siess the Btasts &Chtkken" pelfOimed by CARPENTERS

AvMtble Ul~ l/ld on lie~~ ~aci~ InA &II ft«ri

Produced and direcled by STAHLEY KRAMER

Used Batteries $6.50 and up

lGPj·..::.:.~:::=J

'

NOW PLAYING

HILAND

l<'caturcs-cxccpt. Sat.
12·2·4:·6·8·10
Sat. 8:80·5:25·7:30-9:25

265·4575

ASUNM Popular Entertainment Commilfet
Presents
in concert

FHA235

HOMES AVAILABLE

BLACK SABBATH

to qualified; low income, mnrried

plus special Gutut Star

stlldentsl Ask for Don at

SWEAT HOG

26.5-8841 or 255.60~0

Ed Norris & Associates Inc.
1504 San Pedro N.f.

Frank Lott, identified by state
officials as on.e of the rebellion
leaders, said he saw Elliott James
uL.D." Barltley alive in the
prison'!! cellblock A exercise yard
"when we were stripp~d down
and searched" after the uprising
ended,

Only ate

FORRENT

WANTED: Female roommate for aJ>artnlt!llt n~ UNM. $42.50. Call 2118-4233.
10/8
STUDENT: Quiet, Comfortabll! Room lor
n~nt; minutol rrom eamptl!j, 255•1268.
10/7
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED tor 2
~lroom apartment. Call 24ll-6GG1, ext.
231 daYS; 268-4423 after G:00. 1011
MOUNTAIN HOUSE:. Near Sandi• Skiing
._ 2 beldroom 1 flr!!plae!', mountain atrt'Bnl,
JBt'lre treet~, garage, 200 ;ydll. from National Forl!!lt, v~etable gatdc!l. $200.
Tell, 2tl5•1i302, 10/1
TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS ahue
room with kitchen pnvekg~. Evening'll
266-0596. 9/28

5)

office in the Honors Center,

Attica 'Victim' Seen Alive
After Listed Dead in Riot,

available at

Students:
$4.00 advance
$5.00 at the door

Oet.3
Johnson Gym
8pm

Arend box oflict!!

only
A

FORSALE

BICYCLF,-.Neva- ridden-10 weed-$120
ush-298-9734 8·6 pm, 10/8
HEAD MASTERS-NEVADA binding,;,
l>IOLITOR buekle boots, SC().TT pole,
84l!-934~~.~8-----~-
V·M TAPE HEAE - 2•S:t>c.aker CabindJJ
lO'' and 3" In t'!ll.ebl Plus 2 i!ther small
speaker aYBti:IM. Call 268-5904. 10/G
COMPLETE LUDWIG TRAP SET with
symbols, $250.00. 24.2·1669 aftet- 3 PM.
10/7
1970 DUSTER 340. Four-speed. Ex~llent.
Call after fiV!!, Da\'1!1 299-3821, 10/7
GARAGE SALE It Furniture, dothes: all
i!Orfa of goo!l . thimra. Sunday, Oet.obef
3: 10 AM·G PM, 44G6 Avenlda Del Sol
NE. We~~ off Washington. Lomu/
Corl!titutlon, 10/1
.
19?1 HONDA :lliO. Pe-rfect Condition 10M
mf. Need cash. Call 266-4317 afh!r noon,
11)/(1

10 mt. eo of Route G& on Route 10. 2 acro5,

3 bcdrOOill!l, ]nrgl! Jiving room with flreplacl!, well and good \llew. 282·5418. 10/4
USED SUI-~DE A'fiD LEATHER JACK•
ETS. $2.1i0 to $15.0G !'!teb. New arriv~
1-'rlday this week at the bead Shaman.
401JJ San FeliPe NW, Old Town 11•7
dallY. 10/13
DUE TO THE GREA'J.' RESPONSE to the!
Lobo Ad our sUillllt o£ tl.'joo suede and
leather jackeUI is somewblit deplea.ted,
Startlnt.t this Friday and every Friday
-:c will ndd G200 coots and :fackctl!l •
.. hank you~thc Dead Shaman. 401B
San l''<'lillc N\V. Old Town 1.1·7 dally,
10/11l
ZOOM L~NS, SUN. tits :Nikon F or Pentax, f.4.8, 85 to 210 min. At Japanmc
. ~O!lt, $_GO, ;42·~056. 10/4
.
:~U.1W 19'11 Schw!nn..V~rslty boy's 10·speed
blt>vete. Front 11nd bllt'k ge!lerntor lighta,
back rltt!k, $1\G.OO. Call 266-2206 liSter
G
:00. 10/G
--

MOVI:NG---turnlturc,

beds, . apu11aneee,

tables, misc. 1516 Clalte Ct. NW. 10/.fo

Page 12

"A
grea~ great film! l'v~ made no secret of my acute cr.stasta
for movies and plays featuring nakedness and fornication. But l'va
just seen a film whose principal theme is the youth rebellion.

an~n which

not just one coupfe make love, but dozens, probably
score:;4} them, simultaneously, in three·somes as weU as in couples.
squirming afl over a landscape as far as the eye can reach.
And Jfound it perhaps the most beautiful, imaginative, rnoving
and altogether memorable film I've seen in years:•

-Emily Gtn•u•r~ Newsf10nt-wuar

"Antonioni
is an ignoramus! Nothing has any meaning.
Antonioni has offered us his contempt. The entire 1ilm is a bag of

contemptuous attitudes - contempt for the United States,
contempt for actors, contempt for the American landscape,
contempt f~r sex, contempt for his art, contempt for the audience.
Most especta,lly, co11tempt for the audtence.''

-Rich;rrd Cohen, Women's Wear Daily
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"Anlonioni.
at his creative bestl Haunting, rtleaningfuf,
. dynamtcally contemporary- about the .powder keg thatis the
United States, seen warped by moral decay and false values."

-cue Maaaline

Sat. & Sun.

75¢

8, 10

P~i

ASUNM fiLM COMMITTEE
.NEW MEXICO LOBO

